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Background
The Changing Arctic Ocean Programme started in February 2017 with four
large projects funded by Natural Environment Research Council (NERC).
A further 12 projects joined the programme in July 2018, co-funded by NERC
and the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). Each
one investigates different aspects of the changing Arctic Ocean. Combined,
the projects involve 32 research institutions and organisations in the UK and
Germany, and more than 200 scientists. The programme will end in late 2021.
In January 2021 the Principal Investigators of all 16 projects were asked to
consult with their project teams about key research issues they consider to
be important for potential future investment in Arctic Ocean research. The
responses received are synthesised here.

Potential new Research Areas
Food web resilience and food security
Four million people live in the Arctic. Many Arctic communities, including Indigenous people,
rely on the ocean for fishing, sealing, whaling and other activities. Increasing sea temperature,
declining sea ice extent, ocean acidification and invasion of sub-Arctic species is altering
these natural resources. New knowledge and understanding of the sensitivity of food webs
needs to be extended to sustain and safeguard resources, including food by delivering an
integrated understanding of how food webs and energy flow is affected by multiple concurrent
environmental changes. Focus on development of improved ‘ecosystem indicators’, based
on science and integrated co-design, and applied by Arctic communities to safeguard their
resources.

Connectivity in the Arctic
Key components of the Arctic are affected by connectivity across boundaries and a coupled
and quantitative assessment of exchanges is vital for improving understanding at both annual
and centennial timescales. Key connections are between the ocean, land, ice and atmosphere,
as well as those between the Arctic and the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The strong influence
of the Arctic on the Atlantic in particular has important implications for European weather
and fisheries. Further investigation into the mechanistic links between polar regions and midlatitudes are critical to build confidence in our understanding of atmospheric teleconnections.
Arctic continental shelves are a key conduit that regulate the connectivity between the
ocean, ice, land and atmosphere that is critically understudied, undermining our ability to
predict the impact of change. Flows between land, ocean and/or atmosphere and between
the Arctic and ‘extra’ Arctic Ocean are also key vectors for species migrations, disease and
pollution. Highly mobile, sensitive and keystone species such as fish, birds and mammals are
impacted by change.
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Seafloor
Highlighting the role of the seafloor as biogeochemical receptor (blue carbon storage etc),
reactor (organic matter degradation, benthic ecosystems etc) and recorder (paleo climate
records etc). The role of food (fixed carbon sources) in mitigating climate change impacts at
the seafloor (specifically in relation to fundamental biological functions such as reproduction).

Carbon/Methane
The critical role carbon quality makes on shelf-processes. Permafrost thaw and continued
increases in cliff erosion will lead to the Arctic ocean shelves likely becoming a significant
source of CO2. Some key questions surround the thermodynamics of waters blackened by
increased C export on energy balance and ecosystem dynamics. Monitoring primary and
bacterial production in these regions.
Methane release from permafrost catchments –
especially those in Russia. Methane is a topic gaining
ever increasing international interest. A European
sized initiative similar to ABOVE (NASA Arctic
Boreal Vulnerability) is urgently required
to gain extensive datasets across rapidly
changing regions. Significant scope for
collaboration in Russia. Leverage on the
UKs excellent bioinformatics and sequencing
facilities to link landscape changes to methane
releases over metre to pan-Arctic scales using
combinations of field measurements, eddy
flux towers and flights/ satellite data.
Inland modelling of the impacts of future
Arctic warming on the structure and future
responses of lakes and ponds across the Arctic.
Work needed to accurately model, validate and
project how these changes will influence the role these waterbodies will play in mitigating or
adding to GHG emissions.
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Species Change
The central Arctic ecosystem is still poorly understood, and there is the need for
better understanding if we are to take the opportunity given by the agreement to prevent
unregulated high seas fisheries in the central Arctic Ocean.
Predicting taxa that will suffer, adapt or thrive under continued warming /ice loss, drawing
on thermal physiology, resource use and life history dynamics in concert with an appreciation
of bottom-up effects of temperature change on re-organisation of energy flows, and the
varied hydrology and geographic settings across the whole polar Arctic are crucial. This would
include biomarker work to understand resource use, movement and metabolic ecology across
ontogenetic stages, coupled with in situ and remote sampling /observation surveys, increasingly
using under ice and ROV platforms etc together with experimental laboratory work.
Analysis of trophic resource utilisation by boreal fish species extending their distribution
into the Arctic, using amino acid specific stable isotope data. Highways of borealisation: using
thermal-energetic envelopes and resource utilization to predict the expansion of boreal fishes
into the central Arctic Ocean.
Multi-generational impacts of environmental change, including research on full life histories
of key species, as early life stages are bottlenecks in ecosystems.

Pollution
Work to verify the exposure pathway for a wider range of pollutants of emerging Arctic
concern, including chemicals, noise and light, both in nearshore and open ocean environments.
The studies should include loadings of chemical contaminants into ocean waters as well as
food web studies. Rates of incorporation of microplastics into sea ice, as climate forcers
and vector for contaminant transport. Re-mobilisation of chemical contaminants present in
sediments, permafrost and snow & ice, alongside mobilisation of nutrients and particulate
matter in estuarine and coastal systems is required. Develop long-term studies on selected
contaminants or contaminant groups. Re-evaluate the relative contributions of long-range
transport versus local emissions to Arctic contamination for chemicals which might be
increasingly used locally, due to climate change-related activities. With the likely increase in
shipping routes, there is a need to understand the impact of noise and light pollution on
organisms at all levels of Arctic food webs.

Cross-discipline/social sciences research
Arctic management and governance structures are fragmented, without one overarching
and internationally supported Arctic observing network.
Work to build an understanding of the value and limitations of governance strategies
aimed at reducing risk and boosting resilience for Arctic ecosystems and impacts on human
populations. It is particularly critical to assess the sustainability and flexibility of governance
structures, in the context of complex and rapid change.
Effective scientific advances are going to require cross-discipline, multi-disciplinary
approaches and genuine co-production with Indigenous Knowledge.
Work with international partners on an integrated and aligned action on observing
strategies, data, education and technology, engaging scientists, Indigenous People/local
knowledge holders and researchers and governments, the private sector, and other
international organisations (e.g. NGOs).

Highlighted Issues for future work
Resilience, feedbacks and tipping points – long term impacts for ecosystem functioning
and service provision. Managing the environment (explicitly recognizing regional variation and
connectivity) for adaptation and mitigation in support of the biodiversity and climate change
nexus (UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development and the Arctic Action Plan
associated with it – https://www.oceandecade.dk/decade-actions/arctic-action-plan).
Autonomy - any future research initiative should embrace the developments in autonomy,
especially novel sensors. This will allow countries to be observationally active during the
Polar Night and provide observations year-round. Autonomy probably holds the key to this,
especially small, lower-cost autonomous options being developed within the countries.
Relative costs and resilience of in-situ monitoring technologies (as well as accuracy/ breadth
of parameters/ less drift) are now approaching that needed to monitor parameters over annual
and seasonal cycles in Arctic systems – strengthening our abilities to identify with confidence
the onset of consistent climate driven changes and quantify rates.
To get the most out of these technologies they should be not be deployed singularly, but in
clusters that bring together different scientific disciplines so that we get a holistic view of the
atmosphere-ice-ocean and ecosystem and the links between them. The UK/Germany/Norway
projects can provide expertise in autonomous robotic platforms for multidisciplinary sampling.
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Marine Observatories - lead a
long-term observatory program
to contribute to the international
efforts in Sustained Observations.
This might be in partnership with
another nation and there is the
potential for UK to contribute to a
continuation of observation points
started during CAO and Nansen
Legacy within the Barents Sea –
an Atlantic Distributed Biological
Observing network.
There is a ground-swell of scientific opinion that Europe should learn from Pacific Arctic
Group’s (PAG) Distributed Biological Observatory (DBO) and establish and extending the
Pacific DBO concept across the Arctic basin to the Atlantic sector. The establishment of a
European DBO would require international commitment.
Integrated monitoring - embrace new technologies and improve collaborations with all
relevant stakeholders, including those from key regions in the Arctic which are understudied
(e.g. Russia) to deliver the integrated monitoring essential for improved understanding and
forecasting. This would take advantage of traditional field experiments, but also leverage
autonomy, animal-borne sensors and telemetry, omics and satellites, as well as Indigenous local
knowledge and citizen science and especially a commitment to long-term observations.
Monitoring Essential Arctic Variables - the EU funded Arctic PASSION programme, working
within the SAON ROADS process, will identify and define a suite of Essential Arctic Variables
(EAVs) and Shared Arctic Variables (SAVs). Future work could start the process and implement
observations of these variables as part of an international pan-Arctic Observing system.
Seasonal Change - Covering seasonal changes in greater detail – which will require synoptic,
international research efforts in different parts of the Arctic Ocean. The regional variability
question and need for comparative study to test generalities and identify dissimilarities, and
distinguish change caused by climate change from that associated with natural variation.
Intense local and regional variability - across the whole Arctic region in the major process
at work and the climatic and oceanic (including physical, chemical, biological etc.) changes
underway and anticipated as warming and ice losses proceed.
Interdisciplinary - Future research programmes
needs to connect across the primary science themes
and along the natural science – social science –
management – human impact. Especially connecting
the physics & biology/biogeochemistry groupings.
Direct and indirect human impact on Arctic systems
and sensitivities.
RRS Sir David Attenborough (SDA) - set of
sampling that is conducted by the SDA on every
Arctic visit. A combination of chemical/biological/
physical measurements that form a sampling protocol.
Again, making the most of every visit it makes to the
Arctic and creating an established time series.
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